We generalize Israel's formalism to cover singular shells embedded in a non-vacuum Universe. That is, we deduce the relativistic equation of motion for a thin shell embedded in a Schwarzschild/Friedmann-Lemaître-Robertson-Walker spacetime. Also, we review the embedding of a Schwarzschild mass into a cosmological model using "curvature" coordinates and give solutions with (Sch/FLRW) and without the embedded mass (FLRW).
INTRODUCTION
The first applications of Israel's relativistic theory of singular surfaces [1, 2] were concerned with neutral and charged surfaces layers in static spacetimes with or without a cosmological constant [8, 22, [37] [38] [39] . Surface layers with different equations of state, i.e. different relationships between pressure and density has been considered, for example domain walls [3] . Also, methods to quantize a shell in general relativity has been developed and studied for static spacetimes [4, 7] . Lately Israel's theory has been applied to three-dimensional branes in a five-dimensional bulk [5, 6] .
In the present work we want to extend the application of Israel's formalism to cases with singular layers (two-dimensional branes) in expanding Universe models. In the static case with a neutral surface layer there is Schwarzschild or Schwarzschild-de Sitter spacetime. For non-static spacetimes the relativistic equation of motion for surface layers has been given for Friedmann-Lemaître-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) spacetimes [9] [10] [11] [12] . In the more general case we must consider spacetime outside a mass embedded in an expanding Universe model. A description of this was developed by R. Gautreau [13, 14] . We shall therefore apply Israel's theory to a singular layer with the Gautreau metric outside the shell. The equation of motion for the general case is deduced here.
A similar problem, with a slowly rotating shell in an almost FLRW dust universe model was considerd by Klein [1] without using Israel's formalism and later by T. Dolezel, J. Bicák, and N. Deruelle [2] using Israel's formalism. They restricted their treatments by considering only a shell comoving with the cosmic dust outside the shell, and with Minkowski spacetime inside the shell. In our treatment we consider a non-rotating shell that needs not be comoving with the cosmic fluid.
SCHWARZSCHILD MASS EMBEDDED INTO A COSMOLOGICAL MODEL
Embedding a Schwarzschild mass, m, into a cosmological model is most easily done in "curvature" coordinates. That is, in coordinates for which the radial coordinate R gives an angular part R 2 d 2 . The embedding of a Schwarzschild mass into a spatially flat FLRW Universe model was given by R. Gautreau in [13] . Also, a thorough investigation of the FLRW models with vanishing cosmological constant, = 0, in these coordinates has been performed by R. Gautreau, see [17] and references therein. In this section we give a short review. Then we give the equations for embedding a Schwarzschild mass into a general FLRW Universe model and provide solutions with and without the embedded mass.
The Metric
For a spherically symmetric spacetime we can write a general metric as:
where
Here A and f are functions of T and R that are settled by Einstein's field equations. The physical interpretation of the time coordinate T is that it measures the time on clocks that are located at points for which R = constant relative to our chosen origin R = 0. 
